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'‘Bullish Harami’ confirmed the support around 7700 & the
strong rebound was in line with our expectation. A breach
now above 8000 will confirm the directional momentum.
In view with the F&O expiry sessions trading longs should
be held with a stop below 7900 for the day.

Scrip Reco CMP SL        Target

HDFC BUY 1209 1180 1260

M&M FIN BUY 310 299 330

Sector  Outlook

NBFC Positive

AUTO Positive

Sectoral Outlook

Trading Idea - Cash & Future Trading Idea - Derivatives

 STRATEGY -   Reliance Long Call

Instrument  B/S Lot Reco CMP
May 940 CE Buy 1 7.8 10.5

Target Profit : 20 Stop Loss : 2

3 Nifty moved above 200 DMA influenced by
strong performance from international markets
and reports of likely better monsoon. Software,
banking, auto stocks did well. The rally will get
broader as investor confidence improves. Glo-
bal cues remain positive. On the results front,
Bajaj Auto reported in line numbers. L&T num-
bers were a pleasant surprise with a strong beat
on the EBIDTA and profitability levels. After hav-
ing disappointed for the last few quarters, the
sharp improvement in margins comes as a posi-
tive surprise. Expect stock to do well post num-
bers. The company has guided for 15 percent
growth and having met the guidance, one would
tend to have more faith in the guidance. Tata
Steel was better than expectations on EBIDTA
front. Kerala relooking at liquor ban will be posi-
tive for liquor companies. Overall bias for the
market remains positive.

OutlookNifty Outlook

Nifty Fut. Reco. MBP SL TGT

7943(Jun) BUY 7940 7900 8020

Currency (USDINR) Outlook

USDINR S1 S2 R1 R2

 67.43 67.30 67.20 67.65 67.95

Range-bound move could be seen for the session and price
break on either side of 67.20 - 67.65 will give further
direction.
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Derivatives IdeaTrading Calls

Buy 1 Lot 940 CE

3 Option indicative band of Reliance suggest 940
as highest Put concentration and 980 as high-
est Call concentration.

3 Stock is quoting near important support level
thus can expect  short covering. Considering
we are playing momentum, Long Call is rec-
ommended

Target Profit : 20       Stop Loss  : 2

Long Call

HDFC    CMP INR 1209

   Target INR 1260

3 'Positive sector outlook
3 The rebound post the 'Bullish Harami' recon-

firms the strength of the trend
3 Further longs could could  be added with a re-

vised stop below 1185 for a short term target
upto 1260

3 Nifty moved above 200 DMA influenced by strong performance from international markets and reports of likely better monsoon. Software, banking, auto stocks
did well. The rally will get broader as investor confidence improves. Global cues remain positive. On the results front, Bajaj Auto reported in line numbers. L&T
numbers were a pleasant surprise with a strong beat on the EBIDTA and profitability levels. After having disappointed for the last few quarters, the sharp
improvement in margins comes as a positive surprise. Expect stock to do well post numbers. The company has guided for 15 percent growth and having met the
guidance, one would tend to have more faith in the guidance. Tata Steel was better than expectations on EBIDTA front. Kerala relooking at liquor ban will be
positive for liquor companies. Overall bias for the market remains positive.

Outlook

Institution Net B/S  OI

Index Future 3343 Long

Index Options 2392 Call Long

Stock Futures 168 Long

FII F&O

3

Buy

 Reliance

Cat. Amt MTD YTD

FII 495 -1489 -51326

DII 337 6539 71160

FII & DII Activity (Rs. in Cr)

M&M FIN    CMP INR 310

   Target INR 330

3 'Positive sector outlook & mature continuation
pattern on the daily scale augurs well for mo-
mentum to be witnessed

3 A sustained breach above 310 would acceler-
ate bullish momentum & push the stock to-
wards 330 zone

3 Longs could be added with a stop below 299

Buy
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UNSP: Positive: New Kerala Govt. reviewing liquor ban of outgoing Govt. implemented last year

3 Kerala derives ~15% of its budgeted revenues from Liquor industry. ~82% of MRP of liquor bottle goes in government kitty
3 Additionally liquor ban could impact tourism industry which is a major revenue earner
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3 USDINR failed to break above the key resistance of 67.95 and turned lower

closing the previous session with a negative note at 67.43

3 Initial weakness could be seen for the session, but downside will be limited

around 67.20 which act as immediate support area

3 Immediate resistance is at 67.65 whereas critical resistance remains at 67.95

3 Overall consolidative range could be seen for the session and price break on

either side of 67.20 - 67.65 will give further direction

Currency Ideas

USDINR GBPINR

3 GBPINR continues to hold its strength above its key support, closing the pre-

vious session at 98.95

3 Strong support for the pair remains 98.35 - 98.50 and short term bias will

remain positive as long as price holds above the same

3 Dip buying near 98.80 - 98.70 levels will be advised for the session targeting

99.30 - 99.50 levels
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